Three noted engineers now at MIT were named as founding members of the newly created National Academy of Engineering.

Named were Julian A. Stratton, President, and Professors Antoine M. Grasset and Thomas K. Sherwood. All three have worked actively for the foundation of the Academy during the last few years. The Academy is intended to honor distinctive contributions in the fields of engineering in a manner similar to the programs of the National Academy of Science.

Although usually considered a physicist and administrator, President Stratton received an M.S. in electrical engineering from MIT in 1934, and a Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Stanford in 1936.

Prof. Sherwood, of Course X, received his doctorate at MIT in 1938. He teaches electricity to the faculty since 1938, and served as Dean of the School of Engineering from 1944 to 1949.

Dean Johnson proposes new general education program be developed

"MIT clearly needs appropriate alternative academic paths for students who discover, for one good reason or another, that they do not wish to major in either science or engineering. Course XXV has long served as such an alternative, but it, like other courses in this category, is bound to be derivative to the mainstream."

"The time is perhaps coming when a third major program area at the undergraduate level should join science and engineering." So wrote Henry W. Johnson, Dean of the Sloan School of Management, in a special program section of the School's recently released annual report.

What is envisioned in the report is a "New Program." The proposal grew out of work of the Course XXV undergraduate activities committee, chaired by Prof. Thomas M. Hill.

Activities Council action

Two groups granted provisional status

Course XXI Society was also granted provisional membership in the Association of Student Activities a group of all undergraduate activities.

All Course XXI students are invited to attend a meeting held December 8. Students for a Democratic Society were granted conditional activity status conditional upon the submission of a constitution which meets Activities Council and MIT accrual requirements.

Merry Christmas

ICF reports $25,000 donated to IRD Fund

Marshall Dalton '15, chairman of the Alumni Inter-fraternity Council, announced last week that over 175 contributors have donated about $25,000 to recent months to the Independent Residency Development Fund. The announcement came at the Inter-fraternity Council's December meeting and was last Thursday at Yale's Steak House in New York.

The IFRD was created early this spring to accept tax-deductible donations for use in loans to independent MIT living groups. Eventually, it is hoped that the fund will be $25,000.

In other business, F. G. Fasset, Dean of Residence, spoke on the new Boston zoning code. A summary of the law prepared by MIT Planning Office, appointed Robert Smita, was distributed to members.

Dave Anderson '66 of IFC was named IFC Rising Chairman in an unannounced election.

The Next issue of The Tech will be published Wednesday, January 6, 1965.

Art sale in Hayden

Art group selling prints

An art sale of popular and noted artists' prints running from last Saturday, December 22, is now under way in the Hayden Gallery. Sponsored by the MIT Art Committee and the faculty Mimesis Committee, under Mike Gaudin and Thomas K. Sherwood, the sale includes both black and white and color prints, for sale at prices ranging from $2.50 to $125.

The sale was announced by Pleasure, Miro, Calder, Pollock, Rorshoch, Reed, Lichtenstein, Whistler, and Picasso. is expected to close on the evening of December 28.
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The old Dewey Decimal System was the standard cataloguing scheme for most of the country's libraries, and it was being replaced at MIT by the Library of Congress system. After a long internal study of the modified Dewey arrangement that MIT libraries had developed, it was decided in 1963 to switch to the LC system. As a result all new books acquired since then have been filed separately according to LC order. Gradually, all the characteristics of the Dewey system will be resolved in the same manner: but, for the interim period, MIT's collections will be split in their stacking order and catalog arrangement.

Since there is, of necessity, a temporary lowering in library efficiency over the Dewey system, MIT students played Santa Claus this weekend to some 310 underprivileged children from Cambridge and Somerville. Thirteen MIT fraternity houses on both the Boston and Cambridge sides of the river gave Christmas parties Saturday and Sunday afternoons for youngsters aged 5 to 12 years old. Two other parties for about 15 children were held in the Graduate House and the Walker Building.

Your wait for one of these new 1966 Chevrolets is about over—and we want to thank you for your patience. Come see us now. When you get behind the wheel, you'll be glad you waited!

**CANDY "SECONDS"**

TERRIFIC BARGAINS ON FAMOUS NECCO CANDY SENSATIONS. VARIOUS ASSORTMENTS. GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTS. GREAT CHRISTMAS SAVINGS. 754 MASS. AVE., CAMBRIDGE.

**SAVE**

ON RECORDS

THE TECH COOP

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS

433 MASS. AVE.

TR 6-8512

CANT ALO, CAMBRIDGE

- CORDUROY LEVI'S
- WELLINGTON AND ENGINEER BOOTS
- HEAVY WOOL BOAT-NECK SWEATERS—$6.98
- NAVY FOWL-WEATHER JACKETS
- WARM WINTER PARKAS AT LOWEST PRICES

OPEN THURS. AND FRI. TILL 8 P.M.

**Underprivileged children hosted at weekend parties held by students**

MIT students played Santa Claus this weekend to some 310 underprivileged children from Cambridge and Somerville. Thirteen MIT fraternity houses on both the Boston and Cambridge sides of the river gave Christmas parties Saturday and Sunday afternoons for youngsters aged 5 to 12 years old. Two other parties for about 15 children were held in the Graduate House and the Walker Building.

A few holiday decorations, including giant Christmas trees, the calisthenics entertained their primary school guests with refreshments, movies, games and carols. Among the parties, a student dressed as Santa Claus distributed presents among the children. Each of the children received a gift.

The fraternities, many of which have hosted boy to the community's children every Christmas for several years, include Alpha Epilics, Phi, Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma, Chi Phi, Alpas, Pan, St. Kappa Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Beta Theta Pi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta Upsilon, The Xi, Phi Mu Delta and Sigma House.

**More on the way every day! Thanks for waiting!**

**'65 Corvair**

Clean new lines. Fresh new interiors. A quieter 6 and—VI's available with up to 300 hp. Thrift was never so lively.

**'65 Chevelle**

Fresh-minted styling. VI's available with up to 350 hp. A softer, quieter ride. And it's as easy-handling as ever.

**'65 Chevrfr**

It's longer, wider, lower. It's swankier, more spacious. You could mistake it for an expensive car—if it weren't for the price.
Sailing group to give seminar sessions
A free series of sailing discussions, "Seminars on Seamanship," will begin Wednesday, January 6. The winter series is designed to encourage Association members to become full cassowary. Topics to be considered in the series include: charts and piloting, heavy weather seamanship, anchoring, sailmaking.

New program instituted for juniors, to take year of courses in France

The first program for American engineering and mathematics students to study abroad as juniors will begin next September in Nancy, France, under the Institute of European Studies. The Institute will conduct the foreign-study program in cooperation with the Ecole Nationale Superieure de Meconique, a French national school of higher education in mechanical engineering, and the University of Nancy.

The program will begin with an intensive orientation period and will continue with regular French-taught courses in the students' major fields with additional courses in French language and literature, history, and art history. Local Nantes business organizations have guaranteed summer placement of engineering students in French industries.

Prequisites include junior standing and a year of college French. All application material, which may be obtained from the Institute of European Studies, 10 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, will be due in May.

Sheehan receives patent

The basic patent on the chemical synthesis of penicillin has been issued to Dr. John C. Sheehan, professor of chemistry, by the Commissioner of Patents in Washington.

Chemical synthesis of penicillin was accomplished by Dr. Sheehan and his research associates in 1967 after nine years of effort. During World War II there was a massive program involving thousands of chemists in the United States and Great Britain to synthesize penicillin, but the attempt failed. Dr. Sheehan was awarded the John Scott Medal for 1964 by the city of Philadelphia for his work on penicillin.

Christmas Vacation Hours

Dining Service schedule

Mora Hall

8 a.m.-2 p.m. weekdays, Dec. 21-24, 26-31

Pritchett Lounge

11 a.m.-4 p.m. December 17, 18

5 p.m.-7 p.m. weekdays, Dec. 21-24, 26-31

9 a.m.-7 p.m. weekends, Dec. 19, 20, 26, 27, and Jan. 3

9 a.m.-12 p.m. Jan. 4

Graduate House

Open Saturday, Dec. 19 and Sunday, Jan. 3 only. All facilities will be closed Christmas day and New Year's Day. All other dining facilities will be closed throughout the vacation.

Library schedule

To be continued...

We were wary of Martesia striata!

The object of our concern was a small, wedge-shaped mollusk found in southern waters where we planned to lay telephone cables.

Like others of its genus Martesia (of the family Pholadidae), it is a borer. Usually it bores into limestone or some other substance to find a home. Would it—could it—bore into our underssea cables?

At the time, we were testing the performances of proposed dielectric materials for underwater cables at various simulated depths, temperatures and ocean pressures. We also tested for resistance to marine biological attack.

The testing showed that our cable covering wouldn't be attractive to pholads, and in nearly fifteen years of experience with underwater telephone cables we have peacefully shared the ocean bottom with them.

But we had to be sure we could. In the telephone business, reliability is everything. We must do all we can to safeguard service from interruption. No threat is too small to ignore, not even that posed by a tiny mollusk.

Right now we've got other problems. Out in the Dakotas, hungry squirrels and field mice are nibbling on our wires. We have to run.

Bell System
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Associated Companies
Capers fall in close game

By W. Thomas Condon

The varsity capers opened their sixth season on Monday last. In the first game, the team faced Bowdoin and lost, 49-44. The second game was against the third game, and the third game was against the University of Maine. Wes-leyan won in the third game, 73-66. The team hit hit in the doubles figure.

Second-year player Wes-leyan scored the first basket of the game, followed by the half, although the score was tied going into the half. However, the half led was over three points. Wes-leyan scored 32-29 and traded baskets till the half, but in the second half, the lead went to Wes-leyan, 44-44 but it could have been let-tered out of the game, because they were out of position occasionally when the guard shot. Again they didn’t adhere to the pattern.

Brown wins mile

Runners crush Bowdoin

By Den Beness

MIT’s varsity track team opened its indoor season at Bowdoin on Saturday, with a 78-50 victory. The Techmen won 9 of 10 events from the meet and increased their hopes for a fine season. Captain Ken Monahan ’67 and the rest of the field events with a first place finish, securing the win, which was not enough as the second finish. The match was held Tuesday, December 1, in the wrestling of the United States.

Cougars to play Idaho

Included on this winter’s sched-ule is basketball. The team consists of some 25 players, and have cheerleaders for the second year along with John. They will be playing Harvard for a decision 6-4. This week the squad action action on Friday night. Tonight, they travel to Worcester Technical, and they meet Amherst in our home meet, hoping to pull all above the .500 mark with two wins.
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Three noted engineers now at MIT were named as founding members of the newly created National Academy of Engineering.

Named were Julius A. Stratton, President, and Professors Antone M. Gaudin and Thomas H. Sherwood.

The meeting, held at the Hayden Library, was to consider the establishment of the Academy, which is to be modeled after the National Academy of Sciences.

Their suggestions were adopted by the council, and a plan for the foundation of the Academy was adopted.

Although usually considered a physicist and administrator, Professor Gaudin has been an active engineer in the fields of aeronautics and astronautics. He was a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the United States Air Force from 1946 to 1952.

President Stratton received an S.B. from MIT in 1923.

Dr. Gaudin is now the Course 11 Richards Professor of Metallurgy.
Underprivileged children hosted at weekend parties held by students

MIT students played Santa Claus this weekend to some 210 underprivileged children from Cambridge and Somerville.

Thirteen MIT fraternity houses on both the Boston and Cambridge sides of the river gave Christmas parties Saturday and Sunday afternoons for youngsters aged 5 to 12 years old. Two other parties for about 75 children were held in the Graduate House and the Walker Building.

Aside holiday decorations, including giant Christmas trees, the collegians entertained their fraternal guests with refreshments, movies, games and caroling. At many of the parties a student dressed as Santa Claus distributed presents among the children. Each of the children received a gift.

The traditions, many of which have played host to the community’s children every Christmas for several years, include Alpha Xi, Phi Mu Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma, Chi Phi, Alpha Phi Omega, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Beta Theta Pi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta Upsilon, Theta Xi, Phi Mu Delta and Student House.

Phi Mu Delta had as its guests 20 children from two Cambridge families, who, according to the director of a local settlement house, would otherwise not be celebrating Christmas at all.

Kim Collins, a sophomore from Waltham, Riemann, coordinated arrangements for the young children and entertained 20 at the Walker Building party.

Another fault of the Dewey schedule is the disproportionate allocation of space he gives to certain topics. He obviously did not consider science and engineering as important as MIT does.

Finally, it is important in a library with a growing collection that the classification system it uses be flexible. Dewey’s arbitrary division by tens makes it difficult to insert new sections or to adjust notation as the need arises.

Congress system arranges books by expert recommendation.

The LC system avoids the errors of the decimal classification. The subject approaches are not all the same. While the Dewey system was made by one person, LC is a composite of the recommendations of experts in each field. Science and engineering books, for example, were arranged by and for scientists, not by a philologist for borrowing housewives.

But, one of the most powerful features of LC is its large provision for the cross-relationship of knowledge. The interdisciplinary growth of study in all fields today requires libraries to provide easier access to all relevant material.

The LC system is constantly kept up to date by an index of classifications schedules and subject headings. The arbitrary alphabetic arrangement of books makes it a simple matter to include new fields and topics.

Further, since LC is the National classification system, it can be used more economically than any local schedule. The Library of Congress, for example, issues catalog cards for all new books printed in the country; these can be incorporated directly into the MIT catalog.
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Sailing group to give seamanship seminars

A free series of sailing discussions, "Seminars on Seamanship," will begin Wednesday, January 6. Presented by the MIT National Association, the winter series is designed to encourage Association members to become full participants. Topics to be considered in the series include: charts and piloting, heavy weather seamanship, anchoring, and more.

The first program for American engineering and mathematics students to study abroad as juniors will begin next September in Nancy, France, under the Institute of European Studies. The Institute will conduct the foreign-study program in cooperation with the École Nationale Supérieure de Mécanique, a French national school of higher education in mechanical engineering, and the University of Nantes.

The program will begin with an intensive orientation period and will continue with regular French-taught courses in the students' major fields with additional courses in French language and literature, history, and art history. Local Nantes business organizations have guaranteed summer placement of engineering students in French industries.

Prerequisites include junior standing and a year of college French. All application material, including, may be obtained from the Institute of European Studies, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, ill. Be due in May.

Sheehan receives patent

The basic patent on the chemical synthesis of penicillin has been issued to Dr. John C. Sheehan, professor of chemistry, by the Commissioner of Patents in Washington. Chemical synthesis of penicillin was accomplished by Dr. Sheehan and his research associates in 1957 after nine years of effort. During World War II there was a massive program involving thousands of chemists in the United States and Great Britain to synthesize penicillin, but the attempt failed. Dr. Sheehan was awarded the John Scott Medal for 1964 by the city of Philadelphia for his work on penicillin.

Christmas Vacation Hours

Dining Service schedule

Mares Hall:
- 8-12 a.m., 2-4 p.m., weekdays, Dec. 21-24, 28-31
- 8-12 a.m., 2-6 p.m., weekends, Dec. 25, 26, 27, and Jan. 3
- 8-1 a.m., 2 p.m., Jan. 6

Pfoister Lounge:
- 11-1 p.m., December 17, 18
- 4-7 p.m., weekends, Dec. 24, 25-31
- 9 a.m.-7 p.m., weekends, Dec. 19, 20, 26, 27, and Jan. 3
- 9 a.m.-12 p.m., Jan. 6

Graduate House:
- Open Saturday, Dec. 19 and Sunday, Jan. 3 only. All facilities will be closed Christmas day and New Year's Day. All other dining finctions will be closed throughout the vacation.

Library schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Science &amp; Humanities</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aero</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>8-10:30</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We were wary of MARTESIA STRIATA!

The object of our concern was a small, wedge-shaped mollusk found in southern waters where we planned to lay telephone cables.

Like others of its genus Martesia (of the family Pholadidae), it is a borer. Usually it bores into limestone or some other substance to find a home.

Would it—could it—bore into our underssea cables?

At the time, we were testing the performances of proposed dielectric materials for submarine cables at various simulated depths, temperatures and ocean pressures. We also tested for resistance to marine biological attack.

The testing showed that our cable covering wouldn’t be attractive to pholads, and in nearly fifteen years of experience with underwater telephone cables we have peacefully shared the ocean bottom with them.

But we had to be sure we could. In the telephone business, reliability is everything. We must do all we can to safeguard service from interruption. No threat is too small to ignore, not even that posed by a tiny mollusk.

Right now we’ve got other problems. Out in the Dakotas, hungry squirrels and field mice are nibbling on our wires. We have to run.
Hope for a disillusioned age

The spirit of Christmas comes under much discussion these days; there are some who feel it proper to point out all the hypocrisy and emptiness, and others who see in the holiday a time of true meaning. The former maintains that Christmas is a mere invention of the Church; it is indeed a time of great commercialism, and some of the traditions of the holiday have outlived their usefulness. The latter feel that Christmas is a time of true meaning, and that it is a mistake to wish away the holiday. The truth may lie somewhere in between, but it is clear that the holiday has come to stand for something more than just a time of buying presents and exchanging cards.

There are some who feel that Christmas is a time of hope, a time of faith in a better world. They point to the many charitable organizations that have sprung up in recent years, and to the many acts of kindness that are performed during the holiday season. They feel that Christmas is a time of hope for a better world, and that it is a mistake to wish away the holiday.

It is easy to see why some might feel this way. Christmas is a time of great commercialism, and some of the traditions of the holiday have outlived their usefulness. The truth may lie somewhere in between, but it is clear that the holiday has come to stand for something more than just a time of buying presents and exchanging cards. It is a time of hope, a time of faith in a better world, and it is a mistake to wish away the holiday.

The predominant virtue of Christmas is hope—hope in a divine providence, which are undeniably a part of the chance of publication. Anonymous letters will not be printed, but names will be withheld upon request.

I'm only hope—hope in a divine providence, which are undeniably a part of the chance of publication. Anonymous letters will not be printed, but names will be withheld upon request.
If your mother won't pay a bit more to give you this cordless shaver for Christmas, it isn't because she's pinching pennies.

It's probably because you're still her little boy.

Sentimental mom.

Still can't accept the facts of life. Sit down and tell her a few. About the REMINGTON® ELECTRONIC II Shaver.

Tell her it's cordless. That it runs on rechargeable energy cells.* So you can shave on the spot. Any spot. That a man needs this kind of freedom.

Tell her about the big shaving head. With 756 slots. How it never slows down even before the most powerful in electric shaving. That it never slows down even before the whiskers, but not the skin. How they - .

Tell her about the REMINGTON® LEKTRONIC II Shaver. It's probably still her little boy.

*Also works with a cord, if you forget to recharge. Unauthorized trademar of Safety Razor Corporation.
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Ann Margaret shows acting talents

By Thomas Jensen

"Kitten With a Whip," now at the Keith Memorial Theatre, ex-
hibits a remarkable job of inte-
gration of acting and photography
with the story.

All of the leading actors dem-
strated unusual feeling for their
parts. John Fureyche plays a man
deeply involved in a situation not
of his own making which, ex-
ploped, could cost him the mar-
rriage for some senator which he
wants. Alone in the house, his
wife away to reconsider their
marriage, Fureyche discovers a
fugitive from a girl's femininity
in his daughter's bedroom. His
worries concerning his daughter's
behaviour lead him to decide to
buy a horse to ride to Montana
and get away from his troubles.

Above this fine cast, Ann Mar-
garet stands out with her magnifi-
cent performance as Judy, the
"Kitten With a Whip.") Ann Mar-
garet plays the part so well that
the audience is left with the
impression of a mature, depressive
girl or a true to life aucunous
with a secret and, in no way,
able to decide which. Judy changes
her emotions completely and
without warning. Ann Margaret
handles each phase with a con-
vincing reality that makes the
character come alive. As a de-
mocratic figure later in the picture,
she is equally successful, her
beauty detracting nothing from
the image. Ann Margaret has
shown here that she can handle
each role completely, and stay
true to the character from the
beginning to the end.

The character of Judy, ex-
hibited with great skill and
large physical comedy, is
rather far-fetched. No matter
what happens, the picture
remains quite light and never
impinges on the audience's
attention. The director of this
film, Joseph Losey, has
managed to create a very
interesting film in the true
American style.

BSCO

Thursday, Dec. 17, 7:30: Owen Re-
ynor's "Kitten with a Whip." Dec.
5, 8:00: A Mike Kidd story.

This may be only a minor varia-
tion, but it is a very good, very
entertaining film in the true
American style.

The story plot follows essentially
the image. Ann Margaret gives
the impression of a mature,
depressive girl or a true to life
aucaunous with a secret, and can
be rather difficult to decide which.
Judy changes her emotions
dramatically and without warn-
ing. Ann Margaret handles each
phase with a convincing reality
that makes the character come alive.
As a democratic figure later in
the picture, she is equally
successful, her beauty detracting
nothing from the image. Ann Mar-
garet has shown here that she can handle
each role completely, and
stay true to the character from
the beginning to the end.

The character of Judy, exhib-
ted with great skill and
large physical comedy, is
rather far-fetched. No matter
what happens, the picture
remains quite light and never
impinges on the audience's
attention. The director of this
film, Joseph Losey, has
managed to create a very
interesting film in the true
American style.

BSCO

Thursday, Dec. 17, 7:30: Owen Re-
ynor's "Kitten with a Whip." Dec.
5, 8:00: A Mike Kidd story.

This may be only a minor varia-
tion, but it is a very good, very
entertaining film in the true
American style.
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USMA has conference

Michael Levitt '61 and Edward Miller '66 represented MIT at a conference on the Problems of Modernization in Underdeveloped

countries sponsored by the United States Military Academy at West Point. December 3-5.

Approximately 200 students from 35 colleges and universities heard Kenneth Young, former ambassador to Thailand, deliver the con-

ference keynote address on De-

cember 2. Secretary of Agriculture

Orrville Freeman also spoke to the conference. He explored the pos-

Cammbridget. Friday, Jan. 8 8:30 P.M.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 15, 1965

8:30 P.M.

Kresge Auditorium

MIT

Tickets $3.00 - $2.50 - $2.00

Building 10 Lobby

You Can Afford Savings Bank Life Insurance

Available to people between the ages of 15 days and 70 years who live or work in Massachusetts. You can keep SBH wherever you move.

Life Insurance Department

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK

689 Mass. Ave., Cambridge — TR 6-2240 • UN.4-5271
All These Fine Gifts...

Have the Tech Insignia

CONCENTRATE YOUR PURCHASES — BUILD YOUR PATRONAGE REFUND
COOP PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE
Shop — Compare — Buy

THE TECH COOP

STORE HOURS:
8:30 A.M. to 5:15 P.M. Monday thru Friday — 9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. Saturday

Sweat Shirts
This grey cotton, fleece-lined sweat shirt has the Tech identification. Built for men, but the girls like them too.
2.50
Code 21-10

Men's Jackets
Made of pearl grey poplin, zipped, with maroon and grey knitted collar and cuffs. Very practical and comfortable. S-M-XL, with Tech seal. 7.50
Code 21-12

M.I.T. Beaver
Official Tech mascot... soft and cuddly, grey plush with ears and tail of red with red ribbon collar. 12" high.
3.85
Code 21-11

Tech Zippo Lighter
Lighter has a satin chrome finish with a red and grey Tech shield produced by a 2-piece die, giving a 3-dimensional effect. 5.00
Code 21-01

Tech Playing Cards
These cards have a Cellulose finish and are gift boxed. The backs show the Tech Seal as illustrated. 2 pack set 2.95
Code 21-03

M.I.T. Bookends
These heavy bookends have a 9½ inch Tech seal in bronze and will prove a handsome accessory for any table or desk. 18.95
Code 21-06

M.I.T. Towel
Big size, 36x66. White towel with the Tech identification in red. It is of excellent quality and very absorbent.
3.95 2 for 7.50
Code 21-05

Tech Waste Basket
Gold finished Tech Crest mounted on one side with a gold finished band at the top. Made of crimson leatherette over metal. 19½" high.
3.50
Code 21-08

Tech Glasses
Hi-Ball 10 oz., Old Fashioned 7 oz., Cocktail 3½ oz. Each glass shows a two color Tech Seal. Set of 12
5.15. Code 21-07

M.I.T. Chair
A fine adaptation of the traditional Corporation chair of President William Barton Rogers... sturdily made of hardwood... finished in black with trim and seal in gold. 22.50
Code 21-04
Delivery approximately 30 days. Shipped express collect from Gardner, Mass.

Cushions
For M.I.T. Chairs
A luxurious 2" foam cushion covered in long wearing grey and maroon Duralather. 11.00
Code 21-09

M.I.T. Boardwalker
This knee length, all cotton fleece garment is warm and cozy. It's the sweat shirt that really grew up. Has the Tech insignia in black and large patch pocket. Fine for dorm and beach wear. Lemon yellow, Small (34-36), Medium (38-40), Large (42-44).
4.95
Code 21-02
IM hockey favorites win; TC, Fiji lead

by Jack Scouplis
IM hockey favorites continued to roll as impressive victories as the second weekend of the young season came to a close. It was Sigma Phi Epsilon 7, East Campus 1 and had one goal and one assist in the only upset of the week. A well-balanced attack told the story as six Eps did the scoring work with Chuck Tinsman tallying two.

Pi Lambda Phi picked up two more wins this week as they topped Delta Tau Delta 40-10 and narrowly got Sigma Alpha Ma 26-25. Sophomore Paul Ness of Pi Lambda Phi got the hat trick in the first game and had one goal and one assist in the second to up his lead in the individual scoring department.

Thet Chi continued to romp as they took Senior House 6-1 to move into let in A League. Bill Smallman '63 scored four more goals to up his total to nine in two games. Phil Smith '62 was also impressive with two goals and three assists.

Grad House came back from last week's defeat to trump Sigma Xi 18-16. In other major games, Phi Gamma Delta A shot out Sigma Chi 3-0 to tie with Thet Chi. Lambda Chi Alpha took Delta Upsilon 31-3, and Phi Mu Delta battled to a scoreless tie with Sigma Alpha Ma.

In the strong MIT Community League, Civil Engineering took two games over Gaels by 64-63 and 5-2. Individual stars for both teams were defensive MIT freshman Pecknold from the Course I team scored one in the first game and got the last trick in the second.

1965 Auto Insurance

Fast Courteous Service

A stone's throw from M.I.T.

428 MASS. AVE.

491-3330

FORD MOTOR COMPANY BUILDS A TOUGH ONE

IT SWIMS
Ford Motor Company’s new military truck floats. Air-inflated seals and internal pressure keep the body and mechanical components dry. Its water speed is 2.5 mph.

IT CLIMBS STEPS
Climbing over a 21-inch high step or negotiating a 60° grade when fully loaded, the truck carries a Ford vehicle. Proof that it can go over rough cross-country terrain.

IN FACT, THE ARMY’S NEW TRUCK GOES ALMOST ANYWHERE

Early in 1963, Ford Motor Company received a contract from the U.S. Army to develop a new truck for use in tactical military operations. Before the end of that year, the first test unit had been designed and built. The 3,000-lb. cargo truck, was sent to the Aberdeen Proving Ground for 40,000 miles of testing—twice that required for military service. The vehicle was tested against road conditions that might be found anywhere in the world: swamps... loose sand... hilly backcountry... and down. During the test, the truck carried a 10,000-lb. payload and, half the time, towed a 13,000-lb. load.

Outstanding design of the truck’s design are its floatability, improved cross-country mobility, light weight, reduced need for maintenance and a multi-fuel power plant that will burn gasolene, diesel oil and antifreeze.

At Ford Motor Company, from manufacturing to marketing, we are designing for things, not just objects. Indeed, the appearance of the products Ford Motor Company have never been better. Schedule an interview with our representative to find one just right for you.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH FORD MOTOR COMPANY
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College World

Carlton students raise tuition by selling birthday cakes to parents

By David Vanderweef

We reported on several money-making schemes in schools around the country last week. Students at the University of Minnesota Daily, have come up with yet another idea — the Minnesota Student Cake Agency.

The idea is a familiar one. Lists of students and of their parents’ names and addresses are obtained, and letters are sent encouraging parents to send whatever fee is requested to have a cake delivered to a son or daughter for his or her birthday. In some schools this is an accepted practice. At Minnesota, apparently, it is not.

Minnesota, however, has a number of authorized student government agencies and student activities, most of whom simply use their initials in correspondence. Thus students are used to official correspondence with only the initials MSA (Minnesota Student Association) or MSC (Medical Student Council), or similar designations. So, when the MSCA circulated a questionnaire asking for names and addresses of parents and for date of birth, few students thought anything of it, and most simply filled out and returned the form.

Some students, however, became agitated about the form and asked the Student Activities Bureau what MSCA stood for. The bureau, which regulates solicitation by dormitories among its other activities, had no record of the existence of such an organization, and was understandably perturbed.

Names of students, investigations showed, had been obtained by calling secretaries of dormitories and requesting the lists. Thinking that the request was from MSCA, the secretaries had mailed the lists, which are supposedly confidential.

The forms themselves asked the student to “take careful stock of himself, his ambitions, and his available time.” Students were also asked to check various student activities in which they were interested. The stamped, self-addressed questionnaires were then returned to an address at the university post office. They were signed “Harrison C. tripod, Admin., MSCA. Officials at Minne-

nesota had no record of such a student, however.

Finally located was one R. Win-

nemann, 16, a sophomore in the leaders of MSCA. He stated that the group was part of a “mas-

sive, octopus operation” to sell cakes in order to make college ex-

penses. According to Hatch, the operation was run by a group of student officers, unspecified campus. Forty percent of all profits, he said, are going to a scholarship fund.

Minnemann was, according to official and lawyers studying the situation, “Chuck Tinsman,” “Seaquist the individual scoring department.

Thet Chi continued to romp as they took Senior House 6-1 to move into let in A League. Bill Smallman ‘63 scored four more goals to up his total to nine in two games. Phil Smith ‘62 was also impressive with two goals and three assists.

Grad House came back from last week’s defeat to trump Sigma Xi 18-16. In other major games, Phi Gamma Delta A shot out Sigma Chi 3-0 to tie with Thet Chi. Lambda Chi Alpha took Delta Upsilon 31-3, and Phi Mu Delta battled to a scoreless tie with Sigma Alpha Ma.

In the strong MIT Community League, Civil Engineering took two games over Gaels by 64-63 and 5-2. Individual stars for both teams were defensive MIT freshman Pecknold from the Course I team scored one in the first game and got the last trick in the second.
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Poly Sci NL champ
AL enters crucial week

By Russ Monteith
Poly Sci NL champion, already claimed, the National League title, has firmly implanted itself as a national powerhouse with a 6-0 record, seven-tenths of the regular season. The American League is still undecided. Great Economics and Poly Sci left their fate in the hands of the national rankings. 

In the game that really decided usf au 40. The game was remarkably close and hard fought all the way. Baker played Senior House, both of them had 4-1 records going into the game. Senior House carried off a 49-41 victory behind the 22-point sharpshooting of Harry Koons.

Earlier in the week both of Poly Sci's other challenges - Burton A and Baker A - had been eliminated from the race. Baker played Senior House, both of whom had 6-1 records going into the game. Senior House carried off a 49-41 victory behind the 22-point sharpshooting of Harry Koons.

Baker, A also the powerhouse of a 4-1 record, went up against Phi Mu Delta, which had won only one game all season. The Deltas were not to be denied, however. Only three men broke into the Baker House, PMD lead in IM bowling.

Fifty teams are participating in the Intramural Bowling League Monday and Tuesday nights. The season is half completed with four weeks remaining. Baker is tied with Phi Mu Delta A.

Teams are ranked on a modified Peterson Point system which is slightly different from last year. One point is given for each fifty plus total pinfall and one point is awarded the team winning each of the three games and total during each match.

HARVARD TRUST COMPANY opens
new office in TECHNOLOGY SQUARE

Harvard Trust now presents a new banking location for your convenience right at Technology Square, the distinguished business and research center adjoining Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Here, in a unique setting for modern banking, Harvard Trust offers a complete range of services for business and personal needs. We hope you will visit us soon.

Harvard Trust has been growing with Cambridge since 1866. Our new Technology Square office is the latest example of "Education, Industry and Finance United for Community Progress" - the legend on the wall of our Harvard Square office. There are now six Harvard Trust offices in Cambridge, located in busy centers from Kendall Square to Fresh Pond. Each is a full-service banking office prepared to give personal service supported by the speed of automation and the experience of staff specialists in such areas as commercial loans, foreign exchange, and trust services. Visit the office nearest you and discover the shortest path to person-to-person banking.

Harvard Trust Company
12 Offices in Cambridge, Arlington, Belmont, Concord and Littleton
Over $140 million in assets

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Really Enjoy
Your Holiday in New York

Make it gay, festive and enlightening. The William Sloane House has it for you with special holiday programs.

Christmas concerts, magazine accommodations for men, women and children of all ages, 373 single rooms, $3.15 to $4.15, 150 double rooms, has two and $5.20. In the heart of New York and convenient to everything.

Ideal year-round residence and program center for men, women and local groups.

Write Residence Director for Further Information
WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
385 West 38th St. (at Ninth Ave.)
New York 1, New York
212/243-2803
(One block from Penn Station)
Let's discuss tomorrow

In science and technology, the accomplishments of today are but direction for tomorrow. Why? Simply because resting on the accomplishments of today is a luxury we cannot afford.

In Communications Engineering, where others are content to innovate, our mandate is to CREATE.

This, then, is the philosophy...the crux of the NSA concept. Our purpose is not to carry on the research begun by others...but to use those advances and improve upon them, in accordance with the NSA concept...the concept of exploiting the advancements of others. In this manner, the NSA is able to maintain a more advanced design.

To assure this, scientific employees are encouraged to develop those advances themselves.

Let's discuss tomorrow...what you can contribute to the advancement of communications equipment and systems. There are over 250 scientists and engineers here at the NSA. The only MIT grapplers to lose were Bill Harris (130 lb.) and Jack Woo (137 lb.) on points, and heavyweight Tom Gervey was pinned by a man 50 pounds heavier than he.
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Let's discuss tomorrow...what you can contribute to the advancement of communications equipment and systems. There are over 250 scientists and engineers here at the NSA.

If you are a gifted and interested Engineer or Mathematician, we have much in common—including A COMPULSION TO SUCCEED. Our future is contingent upon a constant input of new...and creative...scientific talent...the line of any institution. Our success is embodied in the technical capabilities of our professional staff. To assure this, scientific employees are encouraged to pursue graduate studies at local universities under Agency sponsorship. Your future with NSA will entailing education...early responsibility...under Agency sponsorship. Your future with NSA is a luxury we cannot afford.
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Cagers shade Brandeis 58-56

The Cagers played an exciting game while losing Brandeis last Tuesday, 58-56. After the game, they were happy about their team's performance.

Trinity leads throughout

Trinity led the way throughout the game, with the score tied only five times in the game, for a total of less than 2 minutes. The teams were close until the second half, when Trinity pulled away for a 2-1 lead. The Trinity offense was strong, with a total of less than 2 minutes, and the defense was solid.

Cimino scored, putting Brandeis in the lead, but the Cagers kept a 2 to 4 point margin till the half ended at 2:30. Zimmermann made the score 56-54. Jack set a new cage record. The game was very close with 2:00 left, Brandeis kept a 2 to 4 point margin.

Brandeis immediately called a timeout with 10 seconds left, Brandeis lost the game with 2:30 left. Cimino scored, putting Brandeis in the lead, but the Cagers kept a 2 to 4 point margin till the half ended at 2:30. Zimmermann made the score 56-54. Jack set a new cage record. The game was very close with 2:00 left, Brandeis kept a 2 to 4 point margin.

The Cagers played an exciting game while losing Brandeis last Tuesday, 58-56. After the game, they were happy about their team's performance. The Trinity offense was strong, with a total of less than 2 minutes, and the defense was solid.

Brandeis kept a 2 to 4 point margin throughout the game, with the score tied only five times in the game, for a total of less than 2 minutes. The teams were close until the second half, when Trinity pulled away for a 2-1 lead. The Trinity offense was strong, with a total of less than 2 minutes, and the defense was solid.